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Let A and B be positive operators on a complex Hilbert space H. The para//el 
sum A: B of A and B is the strong operator limit (as E JO) of the net 
(A + E)(A + B + 2~)~‘(B+ E). If this net converges in norm, then we say that the 
pair (A, B) is of class (/UP. If Range A c Range(A -t B), then (A, B) is a UUP pair. 
The author has shown that if AB + BA + B’ 2 0, then Range A z Range(A + LYB) 
for all real G( with c( > 1 and that if AB + BA > 0, then Range A G Range( A + ctB) for 
all a> 0. In this paper we show that when Range(A) n Range(B) = 0, then the con- 
dition that Range(A) + Range(B) should be closed is equivalent toseveral other 
sets of conditions involving the class UC/P. We also prove that if T and K are 
operators onH satisfying Range(T) n Range(K) = 0, and if A and B are the positive 
operators which appear in the polar decompositions f T and K, respectively, then
Range(T) + Range(K) is closed if and only if A and B have closed ranges and 
(A, B) is UUP. ‘f-1 1991 Academic Press, Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Given apair of positive op rators A and B the parallel sumA: B of A 
and B is defined as
where the limit is taken in strong operator topology (see [11). If the net 
does converge innorm, then the pair (A, B) is said to be uniformly and
universally paraltelizable or ofclass UUP [7]. This definition is due to 
Green and Morley who studied the class UUP and showed [7] that if 
AB = BA, then (A, B) is of class UUP, that if A and B have closed ranges, 
then (A, B) is of class UUP if and only if A + B has closed range, and that 
(A, B) is of class UUP if and only if the process ofcomputing the parallel 
sum commutes with every representation of theC*-algebra B(N). 
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In this work, we restrict ourattention t  the important special case 
where Range(A) n Range(B) = 0. We show in Section 3 that he closure of
the space Range(A) + Range(B) is equivalent to any of several sets of 
condition involving the property UUP for the pair (A, B). In Section 4,
we prove that if T and K are operators on H satisfying 
Range(T) n Range(K) = 0 and if A and B are the positive op rators which 
appear in the polar decomposition of T and K, respectively, then 
Range(T) + Range(K) is closed ifand only if Range(A) and Range(B) are 
closed and (A, B) is of class UUP. Also, we prove that if A is a positive 
operator which is unitarily equivalent to 21-A, then the following 
statements arequivalent: 
(1) A has a closed range 
(2) A is the sum of two projections E, and E, for which (E,, E2) is 
a UUP-pair 
(3) A is the sum of two projections E, and E, with Range(E, + E2) 
closed. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let H be a complex Hilbert space with inner product denoted by (,). 
A bounded linear Hermitian operator A on H will be called positive if
(Ax, x) 3 0 for all xE H. For positive op rators B and C, we say B > C if 
B- C is positive. The algebra B(H) of all bounded linear operators n H
is a C*-algebra, i.e., a Banach *-algebra with an isometric involution 
T+ T* satisfying IIT*TII = IITJ12 f or all T. In particular, B(H) is (via the 
standard norm for operators) a Banach space. The Banach space double 
dual B(H)** is also, ina natural way [7, 91, aC*-algebra andthe univer- 
sal representation [7,9] of B(H) allows us to regard B(H)** as a weak 
operator closed (hence norm closed) adjoint-closed subalgebra of B(K), 
where K is a rather large Hilbert space obtained from B(H) by means of 
the Gelfand-Naimark-Segal construction [9].Let A H 2 be this universal 
representation of B(H), so that B(H) + B(K) is an isometric *-preserving 
algebra isomorphism of B(H) into B(K). The Hilbert space K is called the 
universal representation space of the C*-algebra B(H). 
The map A t-, R preserves thenorm and all algebraic structure andall 
that is implied byalgebra structure. For instance, an operator A is positive 
if and only if there is a B with A = B*B, in which case we also have 
A = g.*B (since l?* = (B*) A ). We conclude that 2 is positive wh never A 
is positive. The map A H a is therefore der preserving. The map A I+ 2 
does not, however, preserve strong or weak operator limits orcertain 
infinite op rations such as suprema and inlima. 
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Notations. The range of the operator A is denoted by R(A), the null 
space by N(A). For a positive op rator A, the unique positive square root 
is denoted by A . ‘I2 Observe that for A 2 0, R(A) & R(A112), and, xE N if ____ - 
and only if xE N(A’j2) whence R(A’j2) = R(A) (= the orthogonal comple- 
ment of N(A)). Some basic results concerning therange of linear operators 
are given by Douglas [4] and Fillmore and Williams [6]. 
LEMMA 1 (Douglas). Let A and B be (bounded) operators on the Hilbert 
space H. The following statements are equivalent: 
(1) NA)=R(B). 
(2) AA* d 12BB* for some k > 0. 
(3) There xists a bounded operator C such that A = BC. 
Moreover, if (1) (2) and (3) are valid, then there xists a unique operator 
C so that 
(a) //CI12=inf{uIAA*<uBB*}, 
(b) N(A)= N(C), and 
(c) R(C) c R(B*). 
THEOREM 1 (T. Crimmins [3]). If A, BE B(H), then 
R(A) + R(B) = R(JAA* + BB*). 
COROLLARY 1. If A is positive operator, then R(A’12) = R(A) if and only 
(f A has closed range. 
COROLLARY 2. Let A and B be positive operators with closed range. 
Then R( A + B) is closed tf and only tf R(A) + R(B) is closed. 
Proof. By Corollary 1,R((A + B)“2) = R(A + B) if and only if 
R(A -t B) is closed. Now the result follows byTheorem 1. 
THEOREM 2 (Green and Morley [7]). Let A and B be positive operators 
in B(H), each of which as closed range. Then the following properties are
mutually equivalent 
(1) A + B has closed range. 
(2) (A: B)” =A: I? 
(3) (A, B) is qf class UUP. 
THEOREM 3 (Bunce [2] ). Suppose A and B are two bounded positive 
operators on H and R(B) c R(A + B). Then (A, B) is a UUP pair. 
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LEMMA 2. Let A and B be bounded positive operators on H. Then 
R(A + B) is closed if and only if R(A + MB) is closedfor all CI > 0 if and only 
tf R(A + MB)= R(A) + R(B) for all u>O. If R(A + B) is closed, then 
R(A) c R(A + crB) and R(B) c R(A + ctB) for all CI > 0. 
Proof Closure ofR(A + B) implies the closure ofR( (A + B)li2). But 
R((A + aB)“‘) = R(A’12) + R((aB)“‘) = R(A”2) + R(B”‘) = R((A + B)“‘) 
for all CI ER + by Crimmins’ Theorem. This implies that R((A + crB)‘l’) and
R(A + tlB) are closed for all cc ER +. Hence 
R(A + ctB) = R((A + xB)“~) = R(A”2) + R((xB)‘12) = R(A1’2) + R(B”‘), 
which includes both R(A) and R(B). 
3 
We begin with some useful and well known results. 
LEMMA 3. Let E: H--t H be a continuous idempotent. Then R(E) is 
closed. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let A: H + K and X: K -+ H be bounded and linear, 
where H and K are Hilbert spaces. Suppose AXA = A. Then AX is idem- 
potent with range qual to R(A). In particular, R(A) is closed. 
We quote the next wo results from [11] and [9], respectively. 
THEOREM 4. Let E be a Banach space, K its closed unit ball, M and N 
closed linear subspaces ofE. Then M + N is closed tf and only if, for some 
p>O, pKn(M+N)c(MnK)+N. 
LEMMA 4 (Kadison a d Ringrose [9]). If Y and Z are closed com- 
plementary subspaces ofa Banach space X, then the projection E from X to 
Y parallel toZ is bounded. 
THEOREM 5. Suppose A and B are positive operators on H and 
R(A) n R(B) = 0. Let K be the closed unit ball of H. Then the following 
conditions areequivalent: 
(1) R(A) and R(B) are closed and (A, uB) is UUP for each 
ccE[W+={rE[W:r>O}. 
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(2) R(A) and R(B) are closed and there exists a p> 0 such that 
pKn (R(A) +R(B)) c(R(A) nK) + R(B). 
(3) R(A) and R(B) are closed and there exists a positive real number 
C such that 
IIYII GC Ilv+zll for all yE R(A) and z E R(B). 
(4) R(A) + R(B) is closed. 
(5) R(A), R(B) are closed and R(A + B) = R(A) +R(B). 
ProoJ (4) * (1). Consider T from N(A)l 0 N(B)’ into H given by 
T= [A B]. We claim that T is one to one and has a closed range. The 
closure ofR(T) is just he hypothesis. Thusit remains to show that T
is one to one. Suppose T[-;] = 0. Then Ax+ By = 0. Notice that 
Ax = -By E R(B) and Ax E R(A), hence Ax E R(A) n R(B) =0 and there- 
fore Ax = 0, so also By = 0. But since x E N(A)’ and y E N(B)l, it follows 
that x= y = 0. Since Thas closed range, there exists a bounded linear map 
T’ = [ $1 such that TT’T = T (and (T’T)* = T’T), in which case T’T is the 
orthogonal projection onto R( T’). Hence T’T= I (because T is one to one) 
and therefore T’T= [ 61 [A B] = [ 5;: g] = [i y]. This hows that XA = I 
on N(A)’ and ZB=I on N(B)‘. Thus AXA= A and BZB= B, so by 
Proposition 1, R(A) and R(B) are closed. It follows that R(A) +R(B) =
R(A”‘) +R(B”‘) = R((A +B)“‘) = R(A + B) is closed. By Lemma 2 and 
Theorem 3, it follows that (A, aB) is UUP for each CIE lR+. Thus (4) 
implies ( 1). 
(1) * (4). That (1) implies (4) is an immediate consequence of 
Theorem 2. 
(4) 3 (2). The proof of (4) * (1) shows that R(A) and R(B) are closed. 
Now the result follows byTheorem 4. 
(2) * (4). This is a consequence of Theorem 4 (even without the 
assumption that R(A) nR(B) =0). 
(1) * (5). Notice that R(A + B) is closed, by Theorem 2. By Lemma 2, 
we have R(A) + R(B) sR(A + B). But R(A + B) c R(A) +R(B) trivially. 
(5) * (1). Since R(A) and R(B) are closed, we have R(A + B) = 
R(A)+ R(B) = R(A”2)+R(B1’2) = R(A”2)+R((ctB)“2) = R((A+xB)“~) 
for all c1> 0. In particular R( (A+ B)“‘) = R(A + B) and therefore R(A+ B) 
is closed. Thus R((A + B)“‘) = R(A + B) is closed, and the result isan 
immediate consequence of Theorem 2(the Green and Morley Theorem). 
(3) 3 (4). Suppose R(A) and R(B) are closed and there is such acon- 
stant C. If a sequence { x,,}r= 1 in R(A) +R(B) converges, to anelement x,
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let x,=y,+z,, where JI,ER(A) and z, E R(B). Since /(ym - ynll < 
cll(Y,-~Y,)+(z,-z,)l/=cIl~, - x, 11, { y,} is a Cauchy sequence inthe 
closed (hence complete) subspace R(A), and so converges to an element y 
of R(A). Since R(B) is closed and x - JJ =lim(x, - y,) =lim z,, it follows 
that x- y E R(B), so x = y + (x - y) E R(A) +R(B). Hence R(A) +R(B) is 
closed. 
(4) =E- (3). If R(A) + R(B) is closed, then it is complete and hence may 
be considered as aHilbert space H, containing R(A) and R(B). Also the 
proof of (4) =S (1) shows that R(A) and R(B) are closed. Therefore by 
Lemma 4, the projection E from H, onto R(A) parallel to R(B) is 
bounded, and the result follows ith C= (/El\. 
Remark 1. Let A and B be as above. Then the proof of (4) * (1) shows 
that he closure ofR(A) + R(B) implies the closure ofR(A) and R(B). 
THEOREM 6. Let A and B be positive op rators in B(H), each of which 
has closed range. Then the following properties are equivalent: 
(1) R(A + B) is closed 
(2) (A:aB)“=~:crl?forallcc>O 
(3) (A, MB) and (MA, B) are of class UUP for all CXE Rf 
(4) R(A)+R(B)= R(A+aB)for all a>O. 
ProoJ This is an immediate consequence of Theorem 2 (Green and 
Morley Theorem) and Lemma 2. 
COROLLARY 3. Suppose A and B are positive operators on H and 
R(A) nR(B) =0. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) R(A) +R(B) is closed 
(2) (A:aB)“=a:cr~foralla>O 
(3) (A, aB) and (aA, B) are of class UUP fbr all a> 0 
(4) R(A)+ R(B)=R(A+aB)for all a>O. 
Proof: This is an immediate consequence of Remark 1, Corollary 2, and 
Theorem 6. 
THEOREM 7. If A, BE B(H) and R(A) n R(B) is closed, then there exist 
operators X, Y in B(H) with X> 0 and Y > 0 such that 
R(AXA* f BYB*) = R(AXA*) =R(BYB*) =R(A) n R(B). (*) 
Moreover (AXA*, BYB*) is a UUP pair. 
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Proof. Consider H@ H and T= [ t -0E], which is a bounded operator 
on H@H. Let P= [: “,’ ]be the orthogonal projection of HO H onto the 
null space of T. Clearly X>, 0 and Y > 0, since P3 0. From TP = 0 we 
can conclude that AX= BZ and AZ* = BY. Notice that R(AX) cR(A) 
and R(AX) = R(BZ) c R(B). Hence R(AX) cR(A) n R(B). Similarly 
R(AZ*) cR(A) n R(B). Therefore R(AX) +R(AZ*) cR(A) n R(B). NOW 
suppose M:E R(A) n R(B). Then M: =Au = Bu, so [z] EN(T). It follows that 
u = XU + Z*v (because P[ E] = [;I) and therefore that w= Au E R(AX) +
R(AZ*). Hence R(AX)+R(AZ*)= R(A)nR(B). It is not difficult to 
verify that X2 + Z*Z= X (because P*= P). Hence AXA* = &‘*A * + 
AZ*ZA* = AX(AX)* +(AZ*)(AZ*)*. By Theorem 1(Crimmins’ theorem), 
it follows that R((AXA*)‘12) = R((AX(AX)* +AZ*(AZ*)*)“*) = R(AX)+ 
R(AZ*) =R(A) n R(B). Similarly, R((BYB*)“*) = R(A) n R(B). Moreover 
R(A) n R(B) = R((AXA*)‘/*) + R((BYB*)“*) = R JAXA* + BYB*. The 
assertion (*) is an immediate consequence of Corollary 1. The result 
follows byTheorem 2(Green and Morley Theorem). 
4. FURTHER RESULTS 
Let T and K be bounded linear operators on H satisfying R(T)n 
R(K) = 0 with polar decompositions T= AU and K= BV. In particular, U 
and I/ are partial isometries with initial space R(T*) and R(K*) and final - - 
spaces R(T) are R(K), respectively. 
We begin with a characterization of polar decompositions which we 
quote from [lo]. 
THEOREM 8 (Polar Decomposition). Zf T is a bounded operator on
the Hilbert space H, there is a partial isometry with initial space the 
closure R( T*) of the range of T* and final space R(T) such that 
T = V( T*T)“’ = (TT*)“* V. Zf T = WN with N positive and W a partial 
isometry whose initial space is R(N), then N = (T*T)‘/’ and W= V. Zf 
neither T nor T* annihilate  non-zero vector, then V is a unitary operator. 
LEMMA 5. Let T and K be two bounded operators on H. Suppose R(A) 
and R(B) are closed and (A, B) is UUP. Then R(T) + R(K) is closed. 
Proof That R(T) = R( TT*)l12 and R(K) = R(KK*)“* is an immediate 
consequence of the equivalence of (1) and (2) in Lemma 1 (Douglas’ 
lemma). Note that R(A) + R(B) = R(TT*)“* + R(KK*)l’* = R(T) + R(K). 
Now the result follows byTheorem 2 (Green and Morley Theorem) and 
Corollary 1. 
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THEOREM 9. Let T and K be two bounded operators such that 
R(T) n R(K) = 0. Then R(T) + R(K) is closed zfand only if R( A), R(B) are 
closed and (A, B) is UUP. 
ProoJ: Suppose R(T) + R(K) is closed. Then R(T) and R(K) are closed 
by Remark 1. Notice that R(TT*)=R(TT*)“* ifand only if R(TT*)‘12 
is closed if and only if R(TT*) is closed. This shows that 
R(TT*) =R(TT*)“* = R( T). Similarly R(KK*) =R(KK*)li2 = R(K). But 
A= (TT*)l” and B= (KK ) * ‘j2. Therefore R(A) + R(B), R(A), and R(B) 
are closed. Hence by Corollary 1, R(A + B) is closed. The result follows if
we apply Theorem 2. Notice that he “only if” part is just Lemma 5. 
DEFINITION 1 (P. R. Halmos ES]). A symmetry is a unitary inoolution, 
i.e., anoperator Q such that Q*Q= QQ* = Q*= I. Note that Q is then 
normal, sothat SP(Q) G { - 1, 1). Thus Q = Q*. 
DEFINITION 2 (Fillmore andWilliams [6]). Operator ranges .% and Y 
in H are called similar ifthere is an invertible operator TE B(H) such that 
Y = T&.‘, and unitarily equivalent if T can be taken to be unitary. 
We state a result ofFillmore [S]. 
THEOREM 10. Let A be a self-adjoint operator such that A is unitarily 
equivalent to -A, and such that he spectrum ofA is contained in [-2,2]. 
Then A is the sum of two symmetries. 
THEOREM 11. Let A be a positive op rator which is unitarily equivalent 
to 2Z- A. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) A has a closed range 
(2) A is the sum of two projections which are UUP 
(3) A is the sum of two projections E, and E, with R(E, +E2) closed. 
ProoJ The equivalence of (2) and (3) is an immediate consequence of 
Theorem 2 (Green and Morley Theorem). We shall write SP( T) for the 
spectrum ofT. 
(1) * (2). If U*SU= T, then SP(S) =SP(T). Thus the unitary equiva- 
lence of A and 2Z- A implies that SP(A) =SP(2Z- A) = 2 - SP(A). Thus 
O<SP(A)=2-SP(A)<2. This shows that llA[l ~2. Since IIAI/ 62 and 
A 3 0, SP(A) is contained in [0, 21, and we have therefore SP[2(A -Z)] = 
SP(2A-2Z)= 2SP(A)-22~ [ -2,2]. If now A = U*(2Z-A) U for a 
unitary U, then A=2Z- U*AU. Thus 2(A-Z)=2[(2Z- U*AU)-I] = 
2[Z- U*AU] = 2[U*(Z- A) U] = U*[2(Z- A)] U. Hence 2(A -I) is 
unitarily equivalent to 2Z- A. Therefore 2(A -I) satisfies th  conditions 
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in Theorem 10, and therefore th re xists wo symmetries in H, and 
Hz such that 2(A -I) = H, + H,. Notice that El = (1/2)(H, +I) and 
E2 = (1/2)(Z?, + I)are projections and we have 2(A -I) = H, + H, = 
(2E, -I) + (2Ez-I), and so A = E, + E,. Hence (E,, E2) is UUP by 
Theorem 2(because R(A) = R(E, +EJ is closed). 
(2)* (1). If A = E, + E, where (E,, E,) is a UUP pair of projections, 
then R(A) = R(E, +E,) is closed by Theorem 2 and therefore nothing 
remains tobe proved. 
-- 
PROPOSITION 2. Let A, B 2 0 in B(H). Suppose R(A) nR(B) =0. Then 
there exists a positiue C such that jJylJ f C 1) y + zJJ for all yE R(A) and all 
z E R(B) if and only if E, + E, has closed range. 
ProqJ: LetC>O.Then IIyll6ClI~+zll forallyER(A)andallzER(B) 
if and only if I[ y (1 <C jl y + z/I for all yE R(E, )and all zE R(E,). Note the -- 
assumption R(A) n R(B) =0 is just R(E,) nR(E,) =0. Thus the xistence 
of such a C>O is equivalent to he closure ofR(E,) +R(E,) (see [S, 
p. 631) i.e., to the closure ofR(E, + E,)“‘= R(E,) -t- R(E,), i.e., to the 
closure ofR(E, + Es). 
Remark 2. Let 
act on C2 for each positive nteger i. Clearly (Ai, Bi) is UUP for each such 
i (because R(A, +Bi) is closed and hence R(A i) cR(Ai +Bi)). But it is well 
known (due to Anderson a d Trapp) that he pair (10 A,, C @ Bi) is not 
UUP. This hows that he UUP property is not preserved by irect sums. 
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